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has  been observed  and  characterized  using the   gold  acceptor   level 
and  gold donor  level  in  the  near  infrared wavelength  range   from 
1.0  to   3.0 microns.     It will be  shovrt  from pulsed  capacitance 
measurements  on MOS   capacitors  and   from measurement   of   the   IRFET 
response  that  the   characteristics  of   the  gold   impurity   center   in 
the  surface  space   charge  region  correspond   to   the  results  observe| 
previously  for  the   center  in  bulk  silicon.     Operation  of   the   IRFE 
can  then be described  on   the  basis  of  a simple  model where   the 
change  in charge  state  of  the   impurity  center   in   the  surface 
space   charge  region  due   to  photoionization modulates   the   thres- 
hold  voltage  of  the  MOSFET and   thus   conductance   of  the  device. 

The  IRFET has   a very  high  gain  and  responsivities  of   10 
milliwatts/tnicrojoule  are  easily  achieved.     Standard  silicon 
MOSFET  technology   is   employed  and  it  should  be   possible  to  use 
other  impurity  centers   to  extend   the  response  out   to  a wave- 
length of  14 microns.     Applications  in  large   scale  integrated 
infrared  imaging  and   target   tracking  arrays  are   anticipated. 
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INFRARED RESPONSE OF IMPURITY DOPED SILICON MOSFET's: 
Experimental Characterization of the Infrared Response 
of Gold Doped Silicon MOSFET's (IRFET's) 

INTRODUCTION 

The use of extrinsic, or impurity doped silicon MOSFET's, has been recently 

proposed for the fabrication of infrared imaging and target tracking arrays.(1,2) 

This report describes the initial work which has been done to verify operation 

of this new type of device and demonstrate the design characteristics and equations 

by using the specific example of a gold-doped device. 

Gold-doped devices were chosen for this demonstration not only because they 

might be useful in the near infrared region but also because considerable infor- 

mation is available on the charactt... sties of gold in silicon and these devices 

would thus be the easiest to fabricate and characterize. 

During initial phases of the work some time was reqi'ired not only to set-up 

the fabrication and measurement equipment but also to establish the gold diffusion 

process for doping the devices.  In this latter respect, it was decided to employ 

gold-doped MOS capacitors to determine the gold concentration in the diffused 

wafers and to determine the thermal and optical characteristics of the gold impurity 

center in surface space charge or depletion regions.  Once the MOS capacitors 

were characterized then it was a relatively easy step to fabricate and characterize 

the MOS transistor or MOSFET.  Although the contract only called explicity for 

a characterization of the response employing'the gold donor level , results have 

been also obtained for LK; gold acceptor level in order to cover the more general 

case and the entire near infrared range. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS - MOS CAPACITOR 

Gold-loped MOS capacitors, as shown in Fig. 1, were fabricated and a gated 

metal guard ring employed to avoid any possible problem with .surface inversion 

and leakage.  These devices were fabricated using standard silicon MOS techniques, 

'■■* . ...aafeatai 
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Fig. 1.  Gold-Doped MOS Capacitor with Guard Ring 
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and the surface under the guard ring accumulated by applying a negative gate 

potential.  The characteristics of the center MOS capacitor were measured by mounting 

the device in a temperature controlled  ^mple chamber and determining the Capacitance- 

Voltage (C-V) or time dependence of the pulsed bias capacitance (C-t) transients. 

Gold is a double-level impurity in silicon, as shown in Fig. 2, by the Shockley- 

Read-Hall model. (3)  In a surface depletion region, or space charge region, however 

one need only be concerned with the emission processes in the S.R.H. mode], which 

are either thermal or optical emission.  At low temperatures the thermal emission 

rate is very small and the gold center will remain in a fixed charge state in a 

depletion region. (4,5,6,7) 

Figure 3 shows the type of C-V curves observed on a MOS capacitor diffused 

with gold at 1000oC for 20 minutes.  The accumulation capacitance is obtained 

for negative gate voltages, while for positive gate voltage three distinctly 

different characteristics are exhibited.  The "normal" inversion capacitance can 

be observed by illuminating the sample with white light to generate sufficient 

minority carriers or electrons to form the inversion layer.  At low temperatures 

the thermal generation rate of minority carriers is very low.  More interesting 

however are the depletion characteristics which are relatively easy to observe 

and there are two distinctly different curves depending on whether the gold centers 

are in the positive or neutral charge state in the surface depletion region. (8,9) 

The low^r curve corresponds to the case where the gold is in the positive 

charge state which is observed by accumulating the surface;or drawing holes to 

the surface with a negative gate potential^and then applying an increasing positive 

potential.  Following this the gold centers are either allowed to emit holes 

thermally from the donor level to valence band, or the sample is illuminated with 

infrared radiation to cause hole emission.  The upper depletion curve is 

observed following the transient associated with hole emission when all the gold 
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Fig.   2.     Gold  in  Silicon and  the  Important   Emission Processes 
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is in the neutral charge state. The gold concentration can be accurately deter- 

mined from the depletion curves and the optical or thermal emission rates deter- 

mined from the transient decay. 

The depletion capacitance is the series combination of the oxide capacitance, 

Co, and the semiconductor capacitance, C .  The dependence of the semiconductor 

capacitance upon the amount of gate voltage in excess of that to first cause 

depletion, the depletion voltage, can be calculated by employing Poisson's 

equation and matching the electric field at the surface of the semiconductor and 

the electric field in the oxide.  In this manner it can be shown in a relatively 

straightforward calculation that the depletion capacitance of the MOS capacitor 

is given by: (8,9) 

■HF: 
K c A 
o o 

-, .   K  „  1  ,2K e V, 
(     0 ) (  so) 
^ K ; ~W~  q NT s     o n I 

where q = Electron charge (ccxiombs) 

X = Oxide thickness (cm) 

eo= Electric permittivity free space (F/cm) 

K = Dielectric constant of oxide 

Ks= Dielectric constant of silicon 

2 
A = Area (cm") 

V = Depletion voltage (Volts) 

N = Ionized impurity center concentration (1/cm ) 

If the gold is in the neutral charges state then N = N , where N. is the substrate 
■LA A. 

doping of shallow level boron or shallow level acceptor concentration.  If the 

gold is in the positive charge state then N = N - NT_, where N-,- is the gold 
J.    A    i i TT 

concentration. 
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The time dependence of the gold charge state is determined by the capture 

and emission rates in the S. R. H. model and is given by: (3,4) 

dPT 
  =-Cn n PT + C p NT + en NT -ep PT        (6) 
dt 

in a depletion region, n=p= 0, and for the gold donor level eD
>> e  since the 

level is closer to the valence band edge.  Then, for the gold donor level, 

equation (6) becomes 
d? 

T 
•epPT dt      -p 'T (7) 

The initial condition is determined by accumulating the surface at time t=0 

and insuring all the gold starts in the positive charge state.  The solution is 

p O) = N  e ~t:/'T 
'' IT (8) 

1    1 
where 

T = 
eP p-1 (9) 

;l 

f 
Numerical calculations have been performed and matched to the C-V curves 

in Figure '\.     These yield a gold concent rat ion ol NTT = 5X10
15/cm  for a i000<,(; 

20 min gold diffusion and an acceptor or boron wafer doping of N  = 1.3X10  /cm 
A 

for the nominal 1 ohm-cm wafer. 

The time dependence of the. transient between the two depletion curves can 

be obtained from Equation{l)by using N N - P (t) where P (t) is the time 
AT T 

dependence of the gold in the positive charge state.  By defining 

f -ACHF(t) = CHF(t) - C^CN^) 

and then using a binomial expansion in Equation(l)one obtains 

ACHF(t)/C0 =-j 

where C„ = K e A/X 0.  o o  o 
and 

HA  , 1^,3/2 

PT(t) 

IT 
A 

b=(_
0_)2 (    )   ( 

K.    X„^ 

2KseoV 
) 

(2) 

(3) 

(M 

(5) 

■ 
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Fig. 5-  The Infrared Sensing MOSFET (IRFET) Device Structure 
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The threshold voltage of a MOSFET such as tnat shown in Figure 5 can be 

written as, (10) 

N, 

where 

V^s - Vco + 2!0f P +(x
0

Ks/Ko) A^N. + IV)   q 
K € 
s o 

(ID 

i>ms  = metal-semiconductor work function difference 

0f  = Fermi potential in the bulk semiconductor 

Qo  = equivalent or effective oxide charge 

V  = Back gate or substrate bias 

As before Nj, the ionized impurity concentration,  in the surface space charge 

region depends on the gold charge state and specifically for the gold donor level 

response, 

I    A   T 

N  e 
TT 

-t/i 

T = 1/e = l/e , 
P     p-1 

If the change in threshold voltage A V  is defined as 

then 

AV^  =  Vf  - V1 

T         T         T 

AVT  =(X    K  /K  ).   , 
T         oso 

1 2(2 0f: +      VBG  )   ^ NA ■> "TT 

V K e 
S    0 

2N. 
A 

) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

AVT is the total change in threshold voltage between the cases where the gold charge 

state is positive and neutral. 

The method of operation of the IRFET is to first accumulate the surface and 

fill the gold centers with holes.  The normal inverting or more positive gate 

voltage is then applied which will result in conduction between the source and 

drain.  The gold centers in the surface depletion or space charge region can then 

either thermally or optically emit a hole to the valence band. 

The cnQnge in threshold voltage AVT will result in a < hange in conductance 

which can be described by the simple equations describing the drain current I  (10). 
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STATIC    D.C.    CHARACTERISTICS 

LINEAR REGION  -VDS<V6S -VJ 

IDS= CMCO)<W/LKVGS-VT-VDS/2)VDS 

SATURATION REGION VDS>VGS-VT 

IDS= CkCoXW/LX(VGs-VT)Z) 
2 

CHANGE   DUE  TO  ILLUMINATION 
,f    wi ., _f AVT=Vj-VT      AI DS I'     -T 

DS    -"-DS 

LINEAR   REGION   VDS < VGS-VJ-AVT 

-AIDS = Cjac0)-cw/L) AVTVDS 

INTERMEDIATE   VGS- V-|--AVT^VD^VGS-V-f 

2 

-AIDS=(JJC0XW/Ü|CVGS-V-f-AVT/2)AVT 

(VGs-VT)VDS + VGSV-|-CvGS/2 + 
VT/2 + VDfe2/2)| 

SATURATION   REGION    VDS>VGS_V-j- 

-AIDs=CjJCo)(W/L)(AVT)(VGS-Vi-AVT/2) 

Fig. 6.  Equations for MOSFET (IRFET) Operation 
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These equations have been summarized in Figure 6, where: 

AI  = total change i.-" drain current in response to AVT 

y   = effective electron surface mobility 

V = drain to source voltage 

V _ = gate to source voltage 

and W/L = width to length ratio of the channel. 

Figure 7 shows the experimentally measured characteristics for the total, 

or maximum, change in drain current AIDS using the response from the gold donor 

level on a particular device.  Figures 8 and 9 show a detailed investigation of 

both the response in the linear region and the saturation region of operation. 

In the linear region of operation V  <V  - V -AVT and the simple analysis 

predicts 
AIDS ^VW/L)  AVT 

DS   G 

V 
DS (17) 

while in the saturation region VDS >VGS -VT 

AIDS =-yCo(W/L)(AVT)(VGS-vi - AVT/2) and M- - =-nC (W/1.) (AV..,HV.,,.,-vm •- AV„.//) (18) 

Figures 8 and 9 show that the observed characteristics closely follow these 

functional forms, except near threshold which is expected and deviate only 

slightly at high gate voltage due to the field dependent surface mobility. 

Equations (11) and (16) also show that the threshold voltage, VT, and 

maximum or total change in threshold voltage AVT are functions of the substrate 

or back-gate bias.  Figure 10 shows the experimentally observed dependence of the 

initial threshold voltage, V^, and final threshold voltage VT, on back gate bias. 

Using equation (11) then the substrate doping concentration and gold doping conren- 

trations can be calculated, yielding values of NA =1.0X' 10  /cm and NTT =2 X 10 /cm , 

In this case the gold concentration is slightly lower than for the MOS capacitor 

shown previously since the diffusion cycle was 1000OC for 7 minutes rather than 20 

minutes. 
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The threshold voltage in Figure 10 has been obtained by exptrapolating the 

linear region characteristics back to I  = 0. 

In calculating the substrate doping and gold doping an oxide thickness of 

3750 A has been employed which corresponds to the gate oxidation process and 

color which give a thickness of less the.n the order 4000 A .  Th^ particular 

device shown in Figure 7 has a W/L ratio of 8 and a channel length L of 7.0 mils. 

The equations for the static or ü. C. current, given in Figure 6, in the 

saturation region and linear region can be used to calculate the effective 

surface mobility, \i,   at the temperature of operation, 100 K.  These yield 

values of 

2 
\i   (linear region) = 350 cm /V. sec for V  = 4V, V  = 7V 

VJO DO 

2 
p (saturation region) = 246 cm /V. sec for V.. , = -12V 

Gold doping has been found to reduce the effective surface mobility in surface 

channel devices presumably due to excess scattering due to interface or oxide 

charge introduced by the gold. 

The characteristics for the change in drain to source current, AI  , as 

described by equations (17) and (18) can be compared to the equations in Figure 6 

for the total drain to source current, 1^, to yield; 

AVT (linear region) = ~AIDS (VGS ~ VT ~ VDS/2^ 

and DS 

AV-, (saturation region) = -AIDS (V^g - VT) 

if 2 I 
DS 

AV << V - V   in the saturation region 
1      Go    1 

These yield values of AVT (linear region)=1.67 Volts and AVT (saturation region)=1.10 

Volts. 

Both a lower value of mobility and a smaller change in threshold voltage, AV , 

are required to match the characteristics in the saturation region ^s compared to 

the linear region, presumably this is due to the field dependence of the mobility 

wb-'ch has not been included in the original model and equations in Figure 6. 
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When operating the IRFET as an infrared ri^tector one is of course 

more concerned with the transient response, than the steady-state limits of 

operation, where the gold in entirely one charge state or another.  The time 

dependence of the charge in threshold voltage AV (t) can be written as, 

AV T(t) = xo(K
s
/Ko)-A(2l<M+ I-'BGP q.V 

K e 
s o 

N
TT  (l-e-t/T)  (iq) 

'r-——) 2N. 

where, as before, i = 1/e and for the donor level,e = e. p-r There will then 

be a time dependent transient change in the current given in the linear region by 

~AIDS'(,:) = (,JC
O
)
 
(W/L) VDS AVT (t) (20) 

and in the saturation region by 

-AIn_(t) = (yC ) (W/L) (V^ - V,,1)  AV^(t) (21) DSV '   ^'o' X
" "' V'GS   'T '  "'T' 

These transients can be conveniently observed by mounting the sample in a 

temperature controlled sample chamber which has provision for illumination of 

the sample and which hcs been illustrated in Figure 11. The time constant of the 

thermal decay determined as the temperature is varied can be employed to determine 

the thermal emission rate.  Figure 12 shows the time dependence of the thermal 

decay as a function of temperature.  It is seen that the results correspond very 

closely to those obtained previously for the gold donor level using the MOS 

capacitor and p-n junction techniques.  There can be little doubt that this 

response is due to the gold donor level and on the Lr'sis of Figi -es 7,8,9, and 10 

that the characteristics of the device can be described on the basis of a 

modulation-of space charge in the surface depletion'region. 

When operating the device as an infrared detector,the idea would of course 

be to use a low enough temperature so that thermal emission is negligible.  In 

the case of the donor level then the emission can only be due to optical emission 

and e , = ec ., . 
p-1   p-1 

.i 
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Fig. 11.  Temperature Controlled Sample Chamber and 
Measurement Technique 
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shown are the results, previous obtained for gold in bulk silicon by the author (5)j 

by Tasch and Sah (11),and more recently by Braun and (;rimmeiss (12).  In renlitv 

there is considerable difficulty in an absolute determination of the magnitude 

of the photoionization cross section due to reflections inside the device and large 

difference in very basic measurements between different laboratories in 

determining optical flux (13).  The most likely calibration point, 10  cm , has 

been indicated on Figure 14. 

Knowing then the equations describing the device operation, and the temperature 

and photon energy dependence of the emission rates,one is in a position to 

be able to calculate the characteristics of the gold doped 1RFET under any 

given set of circumstances.  This information is sufficient to describe the 

important device characteristics. 

FABRICATION CONSIDERATIONS 

The gold doped MOS capacitors and transistors fabrica:ed as part of this 

work are relatively simple de"ices, with in terms of integrated circuit devices 

relatively large areas.  In the case of MOSFETs a three mask process has been 

employed with gate oxide thickness of around 4000A or less. 

The gold doping has been achieved by evaporation of gold ou the back of 

the wafer and subsequent diffusion at 1000 C for times in the range 7 to 20 

minutes.  This produces gold concentrations in the active device areas of 

15   3 
2.0 to 5.0 X 10  /cm which are convenient doping levels.  Individual devices 

have been mounted on T05 headers for testing. 

It has been found that gold doping the substrate appears to result in a 

net positive charge due to gold in the oxide and a threshold voltage shift to 

more negative voltages which is consistent with previous observations, (l"*^ The 5e 

n-channel MOSFET's are depletion mode or normally on devices and guard rings 

have been employed on MOS capacitors and circular or enclosed geometries fnr 

MOSFETs to avoid any possible effect on the results by surface inversion outside 

the active device area. 
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The only unusual feature noticed is that excess gold doping may in fact 

produce buried channel devices and/or abnormally large negative threshold voltages. 

The buried channel effect being noticed previously by a very high channel mobility, 

essentially the bulk mobility rather than the surface mobility. The exact reason 

for this buried channel effect with excess gold doping is not known. 

Work is continuing on the gold doping process in conjunction with work 

aimed at checking on device uniformity and the fabrication of larger arrays 

of smaller devicet.  Part of this work will include the use of doped oxide 

sources  to achieve gold doping, rather than the vacuum evaporation technique. 

Obviously, in the case of slow diffusing impurities like indium and gallium 

it would be desireable to have these impurities introduced during crystal growth, 

it is in fact possible to have such work done on a special order basis from 

commercial firms. 

IRFET RESP0NS1VITY ANF APPLICATIONS 

The IRFET can either be operated in the linear or saturation region, however, 

for high responsivity and in order to make the characteristics independent of 

drain voltages, V  , it would seem most appropriate to operate it in the saturation 

region.  In the saturation region, we have from equation (21), 

where 

-AIDS(t) = (yCo) (W/L) (VGS - VT)  AVT(t) 

AVTft) = AVT( max) .(l-e  T) 

(24) 

(25) 

If the time period^ t, is much less than T the time constant then, 

-t/r     ,    ,     , (26) 
i - 1-1 + t/i = t/i 

and there is a linear change in current, AI   , with time, where 

-AI  (t) =  AI   (ma:').(t/T). 
1) DS 

(27) 

If the IRFET integrates the incident optical signal for a  period of time t <; T 

then there will be a :otal energy input of 

1'. t    . fiw .    A (28) 
input 

Where  A  is  the active device area,   A =  W-!,.     At  the  end  of   this  integration 
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IRFET     RESPONSIVITY 

DONOR   LEVEL 
T^ 110° K 
W/L=8 
AREA = 2.5 x I03 cm2 

X0= 4000 A ^= 2.066 urn 

INPUT   ENERGY 

0-°= 1.5x10'cm2 

^   = 20 sec., $ = 3.3 x I0'5  Watts/cm' 
Ein = (t=TVlO )= l.67x IÖ"7 Joules 

OUTPUT   POWER, t>^/IO 
|AIDS| x VDS= 01 mAxl6V 

=   1.6 milliwatts 

RESPONSIVITY = OUTPUT  POWER 
INPUT  E^lcRGY 

10 milliwatts 
micro Joule 

Fig. 15. An Example of Determination of the IRFET 
Responsivity 
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period, t, there will be a change in drain to source current by -Al  (t) 

and ar output signal power of AI  (t) ■ V  .  This output change is permanent 

until rtset, and can be read for an indefinitely long period. 

This has lead us to a  definition of responsivity as 

SIGNAL POWER OUT 
RESPONSIVITY 

SIGNAL INPUT ENERGY (29) 

and an example is shown in Figure 15, where a responsivity of 10 milliwatts/ 

microjoule is easily achievf:d using the donor level response. 

Strangely enough the signal output power depends only on the W/L ratio 

)f the device and not at all upon the device area, while, the signal input 

energy decreases directly with the area.  Obviously even much higher responsivities 

might be achieved for small devicrs with the same W/L ratio, and in fact are 

limited only by the as yet undetermined noise limit. 

The proposed method of application is to employ a large integrated array 

of IRFETs in infrared imaging and target tracking in conjunction with external 

auxiliary memory planes and electronic signal processing.  If necessary three 

auxiliary memory planes might be employed to determine the time constant of the 

current decay associated with each element in the array.  Since the time constant 

depends only on the flux and photionization cross section this should allow on 

accurate determination of the flux incident on each device in the array, and 

if necessary the detection of a small signal on a large background. 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE EXTENSIONS 

The IRFET has been demonstrated to work according to the previously published 

design calculations and criteria.  The IRFET is a very unique type of detector 

with some very unique characteristics some of which are summarized below. It is; 

(i)  a static read only memory element 

(ii) an integrating detector 

(iii) a negative photoconductivity element 
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Fig. 16 Photoionlzation Cross Sections of Selecttd 
Impurities in Silicon 
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(iy)  and the time constant of the decay depends only on the photoionizatlon 

cross section and flux, there is good reason to believe the former is 

a constant dependent only on the type of impurity center. 

Relatively high signal output powers for small total Incident input energies 

are easily achieved.  The devices are based upon silicon technology and ir 

should be possible to construct large scale integrated arrays. 

While at the current time, at least, we have investigated only the response 

of the gold-doped device in the near infrared, 1.0 to 3.0 microns, there would 

appear to be no reason why such response and this type of device might not he 

employed in the middle and for infrared wavelength ranges out to 14.0 microns 

by using indium and gallium doped devices. 

Figure 16 shows the photoionizatlon cross sections for indium, gallium and 

the gold donor level and their spectral dependencies. (1, L5).  Current work is 

in progress to investigate indium doped devices and planned for gallium doped 

devices. 
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